MY SCHOOL IN THE PAST 2: WORKSHEET

Plotting your enquiry

On a large sheet of paper, copy the diagram below so that you can plan your investigation into your school’s past.
1. In the centre, write all the types of sources you could use in this enquiry
2. In the second circle write your little questions
3. In the third circle write your big questions

4. When you have added as many sources and questions as you can, turn your diagram into an enquiry web, by drawing lines to link the big and little questions and sources. Please finish this off by adding more links.

Another activity

Sort these Questions into Big and little questions and put them in the circles above.

What did classrooms smell like?  What was the uniform like?
Did they wear school ties?  What were classrooms like?
What was on the walls?  What did they write on?

Now add some sources where you can find this information.